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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Editor,

Thank you for reviewing and, in principle, accepting our revised manuscript entitled: "Behavioral and psychosocial effects of rapid genetic counseling and testing in newly diagnosed breast cancer patients: Design of a multicenter clinical trial".

Two last issues were raised during this most recent review by the editor:

1. As requested by the editor, we have added the NutsOhra Foundation as a Competing Interest.
2. As requested, we went through the manuscript formatting checklist and ensured that our manuscript conforms to all of the points. As a result of this, we have added one word in the title of the manuscript and have formatted the reference list, making sure the references contain all named authors.

We hope that improvements are satisfactory and that our manuscript can now be definitely accepted for publication in BMC Cancer.

We look forward to learning of your editorial decision.

Sincerely,

Neil K. Aaronson, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Psychosocial Research
Division of Psychosocial Research & Epidemiology
The Netherlands Cancer Institute
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